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Einleitung: 

A part of our ‚Praxisstudium’ at the “Akademie für anthroposophische Pädagogik” 

includes the teaching at a practice school. The school I am reaping the benefits of 

practical experiences of, is the Rudolf Steiner School in Münchenstein. The reason I 

came to work at that specific school was a deficiency of teachers, English teachers to 

be exact. After being asked repeatedly to take on the job of a middle school English 

teacher, I agreed to temporarily substitute in the 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th. grade, 

beginning in March 2014. This decision unfolded itself to be one of the most beneficial 

choices I had made in my journey of becoming a teacher. I ended up teaching English 

for 4 months, finishing the school year, and continuing for some weeks in the following 

autumn. In this portfolio I would like to present some of the experiences I was allowed 

to live through during my early time at the Münchenstein Schule and more importantly 

what I have learned.  

I would like to focus on the following specific experiences: 

- finding a way to engage all students 

- a game 

- and a writing project 

 

 

Berufliche Praxis X 
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Tätigkeitsbeschreibung: 

When I began teaching I had a vague idea of what was expected from me. I copied 

other teacher’s lessons and divided mine into three sections; reading, writing and 

talking. The talking took part throughout the lesson and I didn’t let the students know 

that I was capable of speaking German, so they weren’t aware of the option of 

speaking German to me and therefore only spoke English. The English lessons from my 

childhood, I had remembered as boring, dry and unexciting, and I did not, in any way, 

want to be that kind of teacher.  

One of the first things that I came to realize was that, unlike I had imagined, the 

different classes had a variety of students, with each pupil having a very individual 

personality. Each child requires attention, love and compassion that needed individual 

attending. They all have different interests, pasts, expectations and levels of english-

knowledge. A path needed to be found where kindness and respect could be combined 

with a structured and well lead teaching style.  

The biggest worry, I found myself encountered with, was that I couldn’t capture the 

pupils and with that lose their interest for the English language. This worry stemmed 

from the realization, that it’s difficult to grasp a teenager’s interest. They are focused on 

their own life, their relationships and interests in people and not so much in worldly 

topics, which have no direct connection to them. This conclusion was based on my own 

teenage experience, which hadn’t ended too long ago and which I had just now finished 

wrapping my mind around. But exactly how was I going to be able to capture them? 

I had two certain benefits that gave me a head start with the teenage students and 

that was first of all my age, and secondly my american English (which they find to be 

very ‘cool’). I was twenty-three at that time, had just come to Switzerland from the U.S. 

and was very engaged in life. But I knew that wasn’t enough and that I would have to 

engage them with more, and with that my thinking process began. There was always a 

certain thought behind everything I planned for my lessons: “Will this capture their 

interest?”.  
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Arbeitsbeispiel: 

After asking myself that question, I put myself back into my teenage self, answered the 

question with yes or no, and then continued with either finding new ideas or digging 

deeper into what I had. 

My first key ingredient for working with teenagers: Making it about 

people/society/themselves. 

Following this path I always had to keep in mind, that I was competing against social 

media, their rapid lifestyles and of course television and computer games, which all 

have major influence on the teenagers. Finding an ingredient that would help me 

inspire them, allowing me to lead their interest and getting them to want to learn, but 

also not being an entertainer, was the question. And the answer is:  

Engaging them.  

And with that I had the second ingredient. But my search for a perfect teaching style 

was not done, and probably never will be. Now that I had found a way to engage them, 

the next question was: “What do I want them to gain from my lessons?” 

That was probably the easiest question that I asked myself. Partially because there are 

learning goals given by the school and partially because, as a bilingual person, I knew 

that speaking courageously with strangers gets one far. And not only far as in distance 

or in achievements but it furthers the learning process of a new language immensely. I 

learned most of my English, not in my 10 Years of learning it in school, but in real life 

whilst speaking to everybody that I felt like talking to. With that I found the third 

ingredient:  

Give them courage 

Still, my searching process continued and the next question posed itself. “How do I get 

the pupils to speak through their own will?” And that was a pretty easy one to answer 

as well. I had to get the pupils to want to say something. One asks them questions and 

shows interest in them. Through encouraging, the lack of self-esteem found in 

teenagers could be minimized and motivate their English-speaking. I wanted them to 

want to tell me something because they felt that what they had to say carried such 

great importance, that it was unbearable for them to keep it to themselves. With that I 

found the next ingredient for my teaching-salad:  

Show interest and never judge them.  
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Now this wasn’t a process that I had accomplished within a day, not even a week but it 

took me about 2 months of observation and experiments. 

I made a list for myself, which may not work for all teachers, but it was rather helpful 

for me. 

The list contains information on which things to do and not to do, that I learned 

throughout my experience as an English teacher so far. 

In my opinion these are some no-go’s: 

- Doing something in your lesson you are not completely convinced with 

- Make the students feel like they are inferior to you 

- Be a ‘know-it-all’ 

- Don’t be a moral compass, but friendly remind them of possible consequences 

(They know right from wrong, are trying to gain practical experience with this 

knowledge, and just sometimes forget about the consequences. Experience will 

teach them better than any teacher’s words ever will.)  

 

And these are some must-do’s: 

- Be grounded and humble 

- Always give your best because the pupils feel the effort of the teacher 

- Don’t make them feel like they are being dramatic, take them seriously, give 

practical solutions and help them understand their feelings 

- Love them! Always and only take any action formed by love! Anger or any other 

reptilian-brain activity for that doesn’t belong into the school! 

- Leave your own needs at home  

- Make them feel like they are responsible, caring, intelligent, valuable and 

necessary (If you see them that way, they will start seeing themselves that way 

as well. Because, you know… they believe you) 

- Don’t use too much pedagogy. They are not children anymore 

But what exactly does this mean in a practical environment? It means engaging the real 

life into the school and not making it an isolated institution, which gives the children 

unrealistic images of life after and outside of school. Teenagers want to experience 

‘reality’, as grown ups do, and getting that into lessons, was what I did. We talked 
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about politics, religions, pop-culture, what schools should be like, morals, paperwork, 

friendships, and relationships, really anything they could have an opinion on. I felt it to 

be important that they had the space to express themselves freely and through talking 

about various topics, they would get to know the vocabulary that isn’t standard in 

schoolbooks. They got to know themselves and each other a little better and also found 

new ways of thinking about things and life. They loved writing about their opinions and 

then engaging in discussions, so I would do these writing exercises quite often.  

 

The game 

I played quite a number of games with the students, simply because there are so many 

different elements in games which are difficult for teachers to generate artificially. And 

also because the students and I love playing games and enjoy the social interactions 

that come with these activities. One game that I played almost every lesson is a game, 

I later found out that I wasn’t the inventor of. They call it ‘Taboo’. It is an extraordinary 

game that never got old. Each Student got 1,2 or 3 pieces of paper on which they had 

to write a noun (can also be played with adjectives or verbs) on. Then I collected them 

all, and distributed two pieces to each pupil. Then we all sat on our desks, so we were 

all rather close and people didn’t feel as exposed because they could talk quietly and 

still could be heard well enough. One student began explaining the word on the paper 

and whoever could guess what the word was the fastest, would receive the paper with 

the word and it would be her or his turn next. The reason I didn’t give them premade 

cards was because most students after 6th grade have a grand interest in each other 

and you can ‘get’ them with anything social.  

The reason why I’m so fond of this particular game is because it confronts so many 

barriers. For one, there is the pupils’ insecurities which causes them to not want to talk 

a foreign language in front of their peers. Secondly, because the pupils feel the need to 

listen to one another because otherwise they can’t get points. And also I’ve witnessed 

that while they write their own cards, they go through a process in which they try to 

describe what they’ve written themselves, to test if it is a word too difficult to describe, 

which allows them to go through that explaining process repeatedly. 

 

The writing project 
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The 7th grades homework assignment consisted of writing a story, which they had to 

continue writing after each English lesson. They all began their story with the same 

sentence, yet the resulting stories were as different as they could be. I chose this 

assignment, because I experienced my own English lessons as a teenager as too 

‘heady’, meaning there was too much theory and not enough reality. Writing stories, 

newspaper articles, re-narrations and all other forms of writings necessary for life gave 

me motivation and freedom. The freedom to express myself with only few boundaries. 

The pupils, with their vivid Waldorf-imagination did a great job. Their stories contained 

politics, zombies, love and many other elements in which they laid interest in. And what 

made me the happiest was to see that after about a month I got stories, which were 

some dozen pages long.  

Proudly they presented them at the end of the school year to the rest of the class. 

 

 

Selbstreflexion und Selbstevaluation: 

When the school year was over, I felt successful and accomplished. I had gotten very 

good feedback from all of my students and colleagues. Considering that I had never 

taught English or anything else really, one can imagine how much I got to learn. The 

‘Fremdsprachenmodul’, which I had visited previously to this teaching experience, had 

prepared me in some ways but as always, reality can only teach one about itself.  I had 

begun the whole experience without any specific expectations and therefore I cannot 

look back at a certain goal and evaluate the results in comparison, but I could in fact 

fulfill my desire to motivate and bond with the students. 
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Fachkompetenz: 

Although I found myself looking up certain grammatical rules at times, I felt quite 

qualified, since English is one of my native languages, but felt myself confronted with 

my improper use of this language. The time I spent in the U.S. had caused my English 

to become a bit informal and blunt, and whilst teaching I caught myself using slang 

words once in a while. Becoming aware of this attribute was half the struggle of solving 

it though and it only took some days of practice and paying close attention until I found 

myself using an English that I found acceptable of teaching. 

 

Methodenkompetenz: 

Considering that this whole portfolio is about becoming conscious of the methods that I 

had intentionally but also unintentionally developed, I believe it’s accurate to state that 

my Methodenkompetenz has definitely increased. Not merely during the practical part 

whilst teaching but writing about it has also shown me what I had actually done. 

Figuring out strategies, on how to handle difficult situations and avoiding unnecessary 

repetitions of them, seemed like the package that I was able to carry away from this 

portfolio. But in fact it is a lesson learned which goes beyond methods. It’s about 

courage and love. There was one red line that led me through all the lessons that I had 

taught and it was the pure presence of love. I felt it each time I seen my students 

entering my classroom, each time they raised their hand in anticipation and especially 

when I felt their love too. This feeling gave me the courage to try out new things to 

improve their learning experience and it gave me the will to continue after I felt like I 

had failed at times. This realization alone has given me new aspects and a different 
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consciousness of teaching. Teaching might be a job or a career to some people but to 

me it is about creation, and through simply loving my students and sometimes 

forgetting about the standards others want me to follow, I have found my key 

ingredient to being a successful teacher. 

 
 

Sozialkompetenz: 

The following words were given to me in a letter by one of my students. Of course this 

is only one opinion on my teaching, but other students opinions o didn’t vary much 

from this one. 

„I would like to say thank you to you – you’re the best teacher I ever had. You’re 
such an amazing person and I admire you: You are cool, special, unique and I 
really enjoyed how you interacted with us. We had so much fun together and 
you’re such a fun person to be with. Our discussions were always good, you 
understood us and we understood you and so the atmosphere was always 
relaxed. The topics we talked about always made me think. For me you are a 
role model ’cause I think you are the perfect mix between funny, smart and 
caring.“ 

 

Of course words like these are very flattering but I am aware that she did not mention 

any of the mistakes I had made. In any case, it did prove to me that the efforts I had 

made were paying off, that I had found a way to connect to teenage students and to 

successfully apply the right sort of soft skills.  

I learned that with teenagers you could talk about anything if it’s just done in an age 

appropriate manner. Through their ability to express themselves, I gained quite an 

amount on knowledge about how teenagers think about things, their interests and how 

to capture them. 
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Selbstkompetenz: 

As a sanguine person, one of my greatest challenges is being organized. Since being a 

teacher is mostly about others and not about oneself, I discovered that I can be very 

organized and strict with myself. This discovery has given me confidence in myself and 

has changed my personal life quite remarkably.  

During this period of teaching I became very interested in becoming a better teacher 

and it was the beginning of a personal research. Not only had I started researching in a 

traditional way through books and the internet, but I had also begun questioning 

everything in order to decide what I really wanted to do and what decisions I just made 

because of convenience or because of emulation. Observing students, teachers, 

parents, friends, family members and random strangers had given me the chance to 

practice my, what I like to call, human skills. Getting to know mankind and myself 

better and learning to understand the collaboration between everything is now my main 

goal in life. 
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